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Afterglow, almere.

Lines of Descendance, amsterdam.

Corridors of Insomnia, the hague.

Blooming Balconies, amsterdam.

concrete
melodies
Photo & text: Paul Brouns
These images are from my recent exhibition at Delhi’s Gallery Wonderwall, entitled The Music of Architecture.

Flight of Imagination, amsterdam.

Rhythm, colour and geometry are recurring themes in my
work. And architecture is the ideal subject for me for this
reason. In this series, I have photographed buildings across
the Netherlands. I am attracted by the abstract language of
buildings, which I try to visualise as purely as possible. It is
my goal to share the joy I feel, when I see dancing shadows
on walls, sunlit windows that reflect the sky and enchanting
colour combinations in the urban world around me.
Often, I like to visualise façades as flat as possible, so all
attention goes to the interplay of windows and other architectural details, almost like an abstract painting. In order to
come closer to the essence of what interests me in a specific
building, I often manipulate my work: I remove disturbing elements or duplicate details to enlarge the scale of an
image’s rhythmic sensation. No matter how the work comes
about, what counts is the creation of a feast of visual music
that enchants the viewer.
Shadow Play, hoofddorp.

Entangled Squares, Zaandam.

Johanna in the Clouds, utrecht.
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